SEE.SENSE WARRANTY

Limeforge Ltd provides a warrenty for ICON for
12 months from the original date of purchase by
the original owner (proof of purchase required).
This warranty covers parts and workmanship on
the LED light housing, LED, mounting bracket
and electronics but not normal wear and tear,
improper installation, improper use, attempting
to access the electronics, modifying the
electronics, accidental damage, or damage or
failure due to neglect. If you need to make a
claim on the warranty, then return ICON with
your original receipt to the point of purchase.
Do no attempt to disassemble ICON or to modify
the electronics. Doing so will void this warranty.

WE ARE HERE TO HELP

If you are experiencing any problems with your
ICON send an email to team@seesense.cc
For replacement parts, visit the See.Sense
webstore at www.seesense.cc or send an email
to team@seesense.cc
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See.Sense ICON is proudly designed and
manufactured by Limeforge Ltd in
Northern Ireland (UK).

TO TURN ON

Press and hold the button for two seconds.

TO TURN OFF

ICON APPLICATION & FEATURES

Download the smart phone app from either the
Apple App Store or the Google Play Store.

Press and hold the button for two seconds.
Alternatively, after 3 minutes of inactivity the light
will enter sleep mode. It activates again on
movement.

The app will explain the process of pairing lights
and will unlock a range of features including
updates, crash and theft alerts.

TO CHANGE MODE

We reccomend that you use the app to update
the the light with the latest firmware before use.

With the light turned on, press the button briefly
to change between flashing and constant
modes.

MOUNTING

Select and insert the correct adapter. Hook the
strap over the mounting lugs. Stretch the strap
around the bike. Secure over the other mounting
lugs. Adjust the strap to ensure equal tension on
both sides. Ensure ICON is firmly attached to the
bike.

WARNING

See.Sense ICON is a very bright light. Do not
look directly at the light, or shine it directly at
others. Keep it out of reach of children and pets.
Staring into the light can cause serious injury.
Use ICON with care at all times.
Carefully inspect ICON before every use. If you
find any damage, corrosion, or leaking, turn it off
and contact us for guidance.
Do not disassemble ICON. Do not dispose of
ICON in household waste. Do not incinerate
ICON.
Limeforge Ltd do not warrant that ICON
complies with all local traffic laws and
regulations.
Limeforge Ltd accepts no liability for any injuries
or other damages arising from the use of this
product in any circumstances.
www.seesense.cc

TO CHARGE

Remove the rear adapter, insert the supplied
micro USB cable and connect to a charging
source such as a laptop or phone charger.

FUEL GAUGE

When ICON is turned off a flashing LED shows
the remaining battery. Green indicates 75% and
red indicates less than 25%. For a more
accurate battery level use the smartphone app.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Charge ICON fully before you use it for the first
time.
To maintain the battery’s performance, charge
ICON fully at least once a month.
ICON is IP67 rated under normal use, do not
subject it to high pressure water jets or
intentionally submerge it in water. In the unlikely
event that moisture appears inside ICON turn it
off and contact our service department for
guidance.
Clean ICON using a moistened cloth and mild
detergent only. Do not use corrosive, solvents or
abrasive materials to clean ICON.
ICON uses extremely powerful LED’s which get
hot in use. A thermal protection circuit
temporarily reduces brightness if it approaches
its thermal limits.

